Abstract. The imaging telescope on board the Transition Region And Coronal Explorer (TRACE) spacecraft offered observations with high spatial resolution and unprecedented time cadence about spatial oscillations of solar coronal loops. Current theoretical models attempt to explain the excitation mechanism, rapid damping and selectivity of these oscillations. The theoretical model presented here simulates the interaction between magnetic flux tubes and a shock wave generated by an explosive flare event. As a key feature of the model, the subsequent observed damping is considered to occur due to the opposition of the external magnetized medium to the perpendicular propagation of a medium/low velocity disturbance. Comparison of the theoretical damping results of the model with observational data gives an excellent agreement.
INTRODUCTION
Observations supplied by TRACE in the 171Å filter show spatial displacement of solar coronal loops [1, 2, 10, 17] . They are dubbed "transversal mode", as it is observed that plasma inside the loop moves as a whole, perpendicular to the equilibrium magnetic field. These oscillations are considered to be triggered by massive releases of energy nearby, such as flares, CMEs or filament destabilization. Based even on visual inspection only (full movies of the events are available at http://vestige.lmsal.com/TRACE/POD/TRACE oscillations.html, courtesy of [16] ), it is clear that the loops' footpoints are not displaced and that the oscillation damps on time scales comparable to the loops' oscillation periods. Another puzzling observational fact is that only a small percent of the flares are accompanied by oscillating loops [2] .
The theoretical models must supply valid explanations for the values of the oscillation periods and damping times and must also explain the excitation mechanism and why not all loops oscillate (selectivity of excitation). Types of models proposed to explain excitation mechanism, damping mechanism or both are: damping due to footpoint leakage of Alfven waves [4] , damping due to phase mixing [13] , viscous damping with anomalous low Reynolds number [9] , viscous damping due to small viscosity scales [11] , destabilization of magnetic sources in the photosphere and damping due to subsequent relaxation of magnetic field lines [17] , excitation and damping due to dispersive nature of the magnetized medium inside and outside the loop [18] , damping due to resonant absorption [15] , excitation due to vortex shedding [7] . The common aspects of these models are the association of a flare event with transversal oscillations of coronal loops and the identification of the oscillation mode as the fast kink mode of a magnetic flux tube.
One of the basic ideas of this article is that the excitation mechanism can be attributed to a shock wave traveling towards the loop as the result of a flare nearby. The chosen geometry requires that the wave travels perpendicular to the exterior magnetic field, thus the shock wave is considered to be a fast magnetoacoustic shock and the impact point is the loop apex. Following the impact, the loop begins to oscillate and the reported maximum velocity is of the order of 10 km/s [2, 16] . Another important idea is that the damping of the induced oscillation occurs as a result of the opposition of the external magnetic field to a transversal slowly propagating oscillation. The analytical treatment is carried without using mathematical constraints such as the fact that the mode might be a kink mode. The solution must only satisfy the observed boundary condition of fixed footpoints.
In Section 2 the mathematical treatment is developed, while in Section 3 the results are presented and discussed. Conclusions follow in Section 4.
MATHEMATICAL APPROACH
The configuration under analysis consists of a magnetic flux tube approximating the line tied coronal loop. In a coordinate system fixed with the loop, the flux tube is aligned with its equilibrium magnetic field 0 B and the z axis.
The internal and external magnetic fields are of the same order of magnitude and if they are not parallel, they are at least coplanar in the yOz plane. The shock wave, moving parallel to the x axis, hits the loop in the apex exerting a force sh F . The response of the external medium to the oscillations of the loop is given by a force F v = α , where α is a constant and v is the velocity of the incoming loop.
The linearized magnetohydrodynamic equations, in the 0 β → , approximation are:
is the plasma beta coefficient, S c is the sound speed inside the loop, 0 ρ is the equilibrium density of the internal medium, g is the gravitational acceleration at the solar surface and , , , p v B ρ represent the perturbations of the pressure, density, velocity and magnetic field around their equilibrium values.
Solving this system for x v v x = ⋅ , the governing equation for transversal velocity of the loop displacement is derived as: 
This allows for the mathematical representation of the damping through the presence of a nonzero I ω , while the real part of the frequency, R ω , gives the period of oscillation. Substitution of (3) into (2) leads to two equations, one for a real part and another for an imaginary part. The equation for the imaginary part can be used to find α :
After replacing (4) back into the real part of (2), the equation for the amplitude of transversal velocity becomes: 900
The analytical form of sh F must account for a short temporal interaction and a localized spatial impact. This is done by using a Heaviside step function for the time dependence and a Gaussian centered on the point of impact for the space dependence:
where the numerical value of 0 F is given by the assumption that the incoming wave is a fast MHD shock, τ is the temporal duration of the interaction and a is the width of the spatial shock.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The solution of eq. (5) and observational data [1, 2, 3, 9, 16] were used to create columns 7-11 in Table 1 , where c is the percent from the energy of the incoming wave fitted to obtain observed displacement amplitudes and damping times. Numerical values from columns 7 and 8 were fitted for a fixed density contrast ( ext int / 0.1 ρ ρ = ) while columns 10 and 11 were obtained when observational data regarding density contrast, n , was also available (see column 9). From the number of oscillations discussed in the literature, the events presented in Table 1 were chosen on certain criteria: the flare had to be near the loop, but not localized at one of its footpoints or underneath it; also, other reported oscillations where uncertainties in observational data were large were not considered.
The RHS of (5) contains an exponential with a real time dependent exponent, acting as an envelope of the temporal evolution of the velocity. This appears naturally in the model and, as seen in Table 1 , its value is within the same order of magnitude for all the loops discussed, except for loops 1 and 10 (this enters in the area of observational error). For the cases when a displacement amplitude was available from observational data (loops 1-7 and 12), the energy needed to induce the observed oscillations is calculated to represent 1%-10% from the energy of a fast MHD mode hitting the loop.
By comparison of columns 10 and 11 with 7 and 8, another fact, sustained by previous observations, becomes apparent: the damping coefficient I ω , and energy conversion percentage c , are not sensitive to changes in density contrast; this holds for accepted coronal values of ext int / 1 ρ ρ < . For every loop, a graph was plotted representing the displacement of the loop apex as a function of time. The agreement with observational data from [2] and [16] is very good. Presented here are only two examples: loops 1 (Fig. 2 ) and 6 (Fig. 4) , with the observational plots also shown for comparison purpose ( Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 ). The numerical values of the ordinate do not correspond because the observational graph is scaled in pixels, but the maximum displacement is converted in Mm in column 5 of Table 1 .
CONCLUSIONS
This study is an analytical approach to the issue of excitation and damping of transversal coronal loop oscillations. By using observational data it was shown that the model describes to a high degree of accuracy the observed behavior of coronal loops following impact with a shock wave.
The two key points of the model are the analytical shape of the driving force (eq. (6)) and the inclusion of a force to account for the opposition of the external magnetized medium to low velocity transversal disturbances (equation of motion from eq. (1)). Values obtained for the I ω coefficient of the decaying time exponential are within the same order of magnitude for all the analyzed loops, as seen in Table 1 , column 7. Also, the percentage of the energy of the incoming shock wave needed to produce the observed oscillations presents a low numerical dispersion (Table 1 , column 8) and neither I ω nor c is sensitive to changes in the density contrast (Table 1 , columns 10 and 11). These facts lead to the conclusion that our initial assumption was correct; namely, the damping of transversal oscillations is a global characteristic of the solar corona and not something particular to one loop.
There is one important issue still to be addressed and future work will focus on that. In this stage, the model does explain the selectivity of excitation as it is observed. We suggest that this could be obtained by modeling the more realistic case when α is not constant, but depends directly on the magnetic properties of the external medium. 
